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Platform 2 Update
Contributions from James Robertson
A lot has been achieved since the first spade went into the
East Embankment back in the summer of 2017, virtually the
whole of the platform foundation has now been poured
leaving just the North & South Ramps to complete. The
pouring of the foundation wall has been done in a series of 4
pours at a time which required the shutters to be stripped
and re positioned along the embankment. As many may know
there is a slight bend along the loop so great care had to be
taken to ensure the shutters where position just right.
The plan for the next couple
of months is to complete the
pouring of the ramps &
prepare and dig out the
foundations, concrete and
install anchor down systems
for the new footbridge on both
sides of the loop.
Foundation prep

Shutters deliver

Concrete Pouring
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Brush & Tidy Up
Birkhill Group
For those of you who venture out to Birkhill this time of the year you will
know it can stay below freezing for most of the day, so this signals the time
to spruce up the station building interiors to provide a fresh feel to the
rooms before the start of the new running season at the end of March. Work
has commenced on the side waiting room touching up the walls, benches
and floor which all have taken some punishment during the course of 2017.
Helped with a small heater and a radio the work is now well on its way and
on target to be completed by end of February. The exhibition room requires
minor touch ups to the walls this time around, however the floor needs a
good clean up before it can be assessed to see if it requires repainting again.
Once the interior has been completed, the usual wash down of the
exterior walls will be done to bring back a clean look to the outside….sorry
Mr. Spider. It has been a few years now since it was last painted so while
washing down the surfaces an inspection of the paint condition will also
take place.
The gardens are looking a little sorry for themselves at the moment, but
the work done clearing the leaves from the embankment in December has
helped the bulbs to break through so hopefully we will have a great show
in spring

“The first trains of the
running season – 24th
March 2018”
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History of Birkhill Part-1
It wasn’t until the SRPS took over the line that the idea of
building a station at Birkhill came into being. The idea was to
provide a stopping off point on the railway to provide access to
the Clay Mine, which was being preserved as a Heritage site
and tourist attraction, so in conjunction with Falkirk Council
and the Bo’ness Heritage trust work commenced on reviving
the line to where the station is today.
Up to 1987 little work had taken place as most of the society’s
energy had been spent at Bo’ness and the line to Kinneil and
apart from pegging out the layout for the foundations of the
station and platform nothing of significance had been done. It
was until the spring of ’87 when work really started on the
development using resources through a scheme known as the
MSC (Manpower Services Commission) which provide
opportunities for unemployed people to gain new skills.
The line through the proposed station location was only single
track width, so the whole area had to be dug out to widen for
two track running to allow a loop to be installed. Luckily the
Bridge at Birkhill had been made wide enough to allow twin
tracks to go under.

Pegging out in 1985

View prior to excavating

The target for spring 1987 was to complete the relaying of
track just north of the Clay Mine bridge, this consisting of a
total of 28 new panels being laid and was achieved by the end
of February 1987. Once all the panels had been laid, work
commenced on bringing the line up to passenger standard
from Kinneil Kerse (3.75km from Bo’ness) to the Bridge before
stating to lay the new Birkhill loop and construction of the
new platform. However, after the completion of the track
laying activity (phase 5 MSC scheme) work ground to a halt
due mainly to the Falkirk District Council’s allocation of MSC
manpower being cut and the Phase 6 MSC scheme start was
pushed out from the end of February to May 1987, its target
was to make ready, to passenger standard, the line between
Kinneil and Birkhill by Easter 1988 to coincide with the
reopening of the Clay Mine as a tourist attraction.

Ground levelling for 2 tracks & platform
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The phase 6 scheme would see the construction of
the run round loop at Birkhill, the West Platform
and carrying out repairs to the Clay Mine Bridge.
Earthworks was also undertaken by the Central
Region Council MSC Agency as part of their work at
the Clay Mine this included bringing the west
platform to level and trimming the banking
between the new platform and the mine.

Plans for 2018
Birkhill Group
A long with the usual station maintenance routines,
periodic preparations for railway events and hadoc
support to the civils on the 2nd Platform, the following
tasks are being planned for 2018:


Continue clearing the Mine Incline



Commence clearing up of overgrown vegetation
along meadow walk to encourage flower growth



Complete redevelopment of picnic area



Make water tight the NBR Coach Body

Visit the group website for the most up todate posts on
how things are progressing plus interesting articles;
www.srpsbirkhillgroup.org.uk
Birkhill Group
Bo’ness & Kinneil Railway
Scottish Railway Preservation Society
Bo’ness Station
Union Street
Bo’ness
EH51 9AQ

